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Inscriptions of Roman Britain 2023-06-30
this volume in the lactor sourcebooks in ancient history offers a generous
selection of inscriptions from roman britain with an accompanying map
illustrations glossary concordances indexes and introductory notes on epigraphy
and ancient coinage it provides for the needs of students at schools and
universities who are studying ancient history in english translation and has
been written and reviewed by experienced teachers

Literary Sources for Roman Britain 2023-06-30
this volume in the lactor sourcebooks in ancient history series offers a
generous selection of literary sources for roman britain with accompanying
notes a glossary and a list of emperors it provides for the needs of students
at schools and universities who are studying ancient history in english
translation and has been written and reviewed by experienced teachers

OCR Ancient History AS and A Level Component 2
2018-02-22
this textbook supports the specification for as and a level ancient history
first teaching september 2017 it covers the whole of component 2 both the
compulsory period study and the three optional depth studies period study the
julio claudian emperors 31 bc ad 68 by robert cromarty and james harrison depth
study the breakdown of the late republic 88 31 bc by steve matthews depth study
the flavians ad 68 96 by robert cromarty depth study ruling roman britain ad 43
c 128 by james harrison how did augustus change the roman constitution why was
the roman republic doomed to fail how did the flavians re invent the imperial
image what was life like in roman britain these are the sort of questions that
you are required to consider for a level ancient history this textbook guides
you through the use of power and politics in the roman senate and imperial
court from the late republic into the principate it considers individual
ambition against the need for change and substantive action against image and
deception the ideal preparation for the final examinations all content is
presented by experts and experienced teachers in a clear and accessible
narrative ancient literary and visual sources are described and analysed with
supporting images helpful student features include study questions further
reading and boxes focusing in on key people events and terms practice questions
and exam guidance prepare students for assessment a companion website is
available at bloomsbury com anc hist as a level

Roman Britain 1996
this revised edition of the classic text of the period provides both the
student and the specialist with an informative account of post roman english
society
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Roman Britain 2008-01-28
this revised edition of the classic text of the period provides both the
student and the specialist with an informative account of post roman english
society

Roman Britain 2008-12-08
roman britain a sourcebook has established itself as the only comprehensive
collection of source material on the subject it incorporates literary
numismatic and epigraphic evidence for the history of britain under roman rule
as well as translations of major literary sources this new edition includes not
only recently discovered material but also the texts of caesar s commentaries
on his expeditions to britain in 55 and 54 bc as well as relevant sections of
tacitus biography of his father in law former governor of britain the inclusion
of these pivotal texts which provide the most detailed account of the romans
campaigns in britain significantly underlies the volume s usefulness to all
students of roman britain though most of the material is arranged
chronologically there are also thematic sections on geography religion and
social and economic activity each section is prefaced by an introductory note
and the inclusion of illustrations and maps enhances the attractiveness of this
updated collection as a teaching tool and a work of reference

Roman Britain 1972
an innovative informative and entertaining history of roman britain told
through the lives of individuals in all walks of life the britain of the roman
occupation is in a way an age that is dark to us while the main events from 55
bc to ad 410 are little disputed and the archaeological remains of villas forts
walls and cities explain a great deal we lack a clear sense of individual lives
this book is the first to infuse the story of britannia with a beating heart
the first to describe in detail who its inhabitants were and their place in our
history a lifelong specialist in romano british history guy de la bédoyère is
the first to recover the period exclusively as a human experience he focuses
not on military campaigns and imperial politics but on individual personal
stories roman britain is revealed as a place where the ambitious scramble for
power and prestige the devout seek solace and security through religion men and
women eke out existences in a provincial frontier land de la bédoyère
introduces fortunata the slave girl emeritus the frustrated centurion the
grieving father quintus corellius fortis and the brilliant metal worker
boduogenus among numerous others through a wide array of records and artifacts
the author introduces the colorful cast of immigrants who arrived during the
roman era while offering an unusual glimpse of indigenous britons until now
nearly invisible in histories of roman britain
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Inscriptions of Roman Britain 2023-06-30
jones offers a lucid and thorough analysis of the economic social military and
environmental problems that contributed to the failure of the romans drawing on
literary sources and on recent archaeological evidence

Inscriptions of Roman Britain 1995
a collection of literary evidence from major and minor authorities for the
whole period of roman interest in britain each author is introduced and a full
topical guide given

The Real Lives of Roman Britain 2015-01-01
this textbook is endorsed by ocr and supports the specification for gcse
ancient history first teaching september 2017 it covers the whole of component
2 both the compulsory longer period study and the three optional depth studies
longer period study the foundations of rome from kingship to republic 753 440
bc by paul fowler depth study hannibal and the second punic war 218 201 bc by
paul fowler depth study cleopatra rome and egypt 69 30 bc by james melville
depth study britannia from conquest to province ad 43 c 84 by christopher
grocock how did reactions to the exploitation of women and the poor make rome
great how did rome survive a fourteen year invasion was cleopatra a great queen
what was the impact of roman invasion on britain s diverse and prosperous
culture this book raises these and other key questions gcse students and their
teachers will explore the foundation of rome the rise of its empire and its
interactions with neighbouring cultures through the eyes of its historians and
archaeology this book invites us to look at ancient rome and the modern world
in a new light the ideal preparation for the final examinations all content is
presented by experts and experienced teachers in a clear and accessible
narrative ancient literary and visual sources are described and analysed with
supporting images helpful student features include study questions further
reading and boxes focusing in on key people events and terms practice questions
and exam guidance prepare students for assessment a companion website is
available at bloomsbury com anc hist gcse

The End of Roman Britain 1998
part of the penguin history of britain series an imperial possession is the
first major narrative history of roman britain for a generation david mattingly
draws on a wealth of new findings and knowledge to cut through the myths and
misunderstandings that so commonly surround our beliefs about this period from
the rebellious chiefs and druids who led native british resistance to the
experiences of the roman military leaders in this remote dangerous outpost of
europe this book explores the reality of life in occupied britain within the
context of the shifting fortunes of the roman empire
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Literary Sources for Roman Britain 1996
the edinburgh companion newly available in paperback is a gateway to the
fascinating worlds of ancient greece and rome wide ranging in its approach it
demonstrates the multifaceted nature of classical civilisation and enables
readers to gain guidance in drawing together the perspectives and methods of
different disciplines from philosophy to history from poetry to archaeology
from art history to numismatics and many more

Britannia 1967
this rich collection of essays by an international group of authors explores a
wide range of commentaries on ancient latin and greek texts it pays particular
attention to individual commentaries national traditions of commentary the part
played by commentaries in the reception of classical texts and the role of
printing and publishing

OCR Ancient History GCSE Component 2 2017-07-13
this lively and original guidebook is the first to show students new to the
subject exactly what roman social history involves and how they can study it
for themselves after presenting a short history of the development and current
position of the discipline the author discusses the kinds of evidence that can
be used and the full range of resources available two case studies provide
practical examples of how to approach sources and what we can learn from them
clear concise and accessible with all text extracts translated into english
this is the ideal introduction to an increasingly popular subject

An Imperial Possession 2007-07-26
an extensively revised and updated version of a classic title

Edinburgh Companion to Ancient Greece and Rome
2006-07-24
the noted ancient historian presents a comprehensive and vividly detailed
recreation of what it was like to be a roman soldier the roman army was the
greatest fighting machine in the ancient world it was also the single largest
organization in western antiquity taking in members from all classes from
senators to freed slaves the roman empire depended on its army not just to win
wars defend its frontiers and control the seas but to act as the very engine of
the state in gladius the latin word for sword guy de la bédoyère reveals what
it meant to be a soldier in the army that made the empire surveying numerous
aspects of roman military life between 264 bce and 337 ce de la bédoyère draws
not only on the words of famed roman historians but also those of the soldiers
themselves as recorded in their religious dedications tombstones and even
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private letters and graffiti he vividly recreates their everyday lives whether
in a bleak frontier garrison in britain or north africa guarding the emperor in
rome fighting on foreign battlefields mutinying over pay marching in triumph
throwing their weight around on city streets or enjoying honorable retirement
by illuminating the history of one organization that reflected all corners of
the roman world gladius gives us a portrait of an ancient society that is
unprecedented in both its broad sweep and gritty intimacy

Romanization of Roman Britain 2019
the first commentary in english on the agricola for almost half a century
particular attention is paid to the understanding of tacitus latin but a whole
range of generic historical textual and narrative topics is covered it will be
suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate students as well as scholars

Britain 1969
one of the most important festivals for a roman legion was the birthday of the
eagle which celebrated the anniversary of the legion s foundation for the
second augustan legion based in caerleon this was 23 september birthday of the
emperor augustus the national museum celebrated this date for ten years with a
prestigious lecture these lectures tracing the life and history of the legion
and related topics became of international renown and are finally available as
an anthology beautifully produced in hardback with new illustrations

The Romanization of Roman Britain 1923
everyone remembers the queen s annus horribilis but what do quid pro quo and
habeas corpus mean why do plants have latin names why do families towns
countries and even football teams have latin mottoes what do the latin epitaphs
in churches say what are the words of mozart s requiem these are just a few of
the topics covered in this book as mark walker makes clear present day english
is still steeped in its roman and latin origins as a result english still has
many thousands of latin words in everyday use caveat emptor

Classical Commentaries 2016
shortlisted for the eaa book prize 2023 the picts have fascinated for centuries
they emerged c ad 300 to defy the might of the roman empire only to disappear
at the end of the first millennium ad yet they left major legacies they laid
the foundations for the medieval scottish kingdom and their captivating carved
stones are some of the most eye catching yet enigmatic monuments in europe
until recently the picts have been difficult to trace due to limited
archaeological investigation and documentary sources but innovative new
research has produced critical new insights into the culture of a highly
sophisticated society which defied the might of the roman empire and forged a
powerful realm dominating much of northern britain this is the first dedicated
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book on the picts that covers in detail both their archaeology and their
history it examines their kingdoms culture beliefs and everyday lives from
their origins to their end not only incorporating current thinking on the
subject but also offering innovative perspectives that transform our
understanding of the early history of scotland

Companion to Roman Britain 1999
a full selection of cicero s correspondance of 51 5 bc this revised edition
follows the order and dating of shackleton and bailey

Roman Social History 2002-09-10
this collection of sources and commentary replaces the 1973 athenian politics
taking account of the increase in knowledge on demes and the work of mogens
herman hansen part i contains a conceptual and historical background to the
democratic system as it was at the outbreak of the peloponnesian war in 431
part ii surveys the principal institutions of democracy and part iii
demonstrates the various ways in which the system was tested from the plague of
430 to the naval battles of arginousai and aigospotamoi a vital resource for
all students of the period

Hadrian's Wall 2010-08-15
the dramatic story of the soldiers at the heart of the roman empire traces the
history of the praetorians and the emperors they served adrian goldsworthy
author of philip and alexander kings and conquerors founded by augustus around
27 b c the elite praetorian guard was tasked with the protection of the emperor
and his family as the centuries unfolded however praetorian soldiers served not
only as protectors and enforcers but also as powerful political players
fiercely loyal to some emperors they vied with others and ruthlessly toppled
those who displeased them including caligula nero pertinax and many more guy de
la bédoyère provides a compelling first full narrative history of the
praetorians whose dangerous ambitions ceased only when constantine permanently
disbanded them de la bédoyère introduces praetorians of all echelons from
prefects and messengers to artillery experts and executioners he explores the
delicate position of emperors for whom prestige and guile were the only
defenses against bodyguards hungry for power folding fascinating details into a
broad assessment of the praetorian era the author sheds new light on the
wielding of power in the greatest of the ancient world s empires any future
researcher into the subject will certainly begin here the times london a lively
and up to date history of the praetorian guard the anti coup divisions of the
roman emperors from augustus to constantine de la bédoyère tells their story
with clarity and panache and his book can be most warmly recommended both to
aspiring tyrants and the ordinary armchair historian the sunday times fast
paced and engaging the sunday telegraph a definitive and highly readable
account tom holland author of rubicon the last years of the roman republic
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Gladius 2020-12-04
this volume in the lactor sourcebooks in ancient history series offers a
generous selection of inscriptions from the roman empire during the period ad
14 117 with accompanying explanatory notes concordances and indexes it provides
for the needs of students at schools and universities who are studying ancient
history in english translation and has been written and reviewed by experienced
teachers

Roman Britain 2004

Tacitus: Agricola 2014-09-04

Roman Britain 1978

Birthday of the Eagle 2002

Roman Britaiin 1979

Roman Britain 1942

Annus Horribilis 2010-12-26

Roman Britain 2002

Towns of Roman Britain 2019

Picts 2022-11-03

Curso de latín de Cambridge 1993
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Cicero's Cilician Letters 1996

Athenian Radical Democracy 1998

Praetorian 2017-02-28

The High Tide of Empire 2023-06-30

Inscriptions of the Roman Empire, AD 14–117
2023-06-30
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